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Abstract
If someone is liking pigeons as pets may be due to their peaceful, intelligent, effortless, friendly, and loving nature. The ultimate 

objective of this study was to link the specific gravity of urine with the likeness of pigeons as a pet. 68 subjects participated in this 
project. The gravity of the urine was estimated by performing a urine test. Specific gravity is estimated by contrasting the thickness 
of pee and that of the water. It is generally used to check the working of the kidney to weaken the pee and it demonstrates various 
ailments of the kidney. The principal capacity of the kidney is to discharge hurtful poisons and metabolically created squanders 
through pee. Some local pigeons are so stuck up that they are utilized as a pet. In other nations, these fowls were utilized in the expo 
because of their excellence. Males with 0.971 ± 0.325 and females with 1.02 ± 0.009 pH had the likeness of the pigeon as a pet while 
females with 1.004 ± 0.138 and males with 1.015 ± 0 had no likeness of the pigeon as a pet. It was concluded that the specific gravity 
of urine had no link with the likeness of the pigeon as a pet.
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Introduction

Specific gravity is estimated by contrasting the thickness of 
pee and that of the water. It is generally used to check the working 
of the kidney to weaken the pee and it demonstrates various 
ailments of the kidney. The principal capacity of the kidney is to 
discharge hurtful poisons and metabolically created squanders 
through pee. It assumes a significant job in making pee moved to 
lessen the water and supplement misfortune. This convergence 
of emitted substances decides the unequivocal gravity of pee. An 
increment in the estimation of explicit gravity implies the solutes 
had a higher focus and it results in a lack of hydration, additional 
perspiring, loose bowels, and disease of UT and kidney. Drinking 
water or different liquids in an intemperate sum can defeat this 
circumstance. If the grouping of solute is lower, at that point it will 

cause disappointment in kidneys and cause diabetes. If you had 
over-hydration, at that point, certain different tests are performed 
to check the metabolic issue or liver, kidney, and mental conditions. 
For the point-by-point investigation of peeing the osmolality 
strategy or test is utilized. More prominent explicit gravity implies 
that different segments like RBCs, WBCs, and proteins are likewise 
present in pee.

Pigeon is the skirt that is preferred the most in positron 
discharge tomography. Some local pigeons are so stuck up that they 
are utilized as a pet. In other nations, these fowls were utilized in 
the expo because of their excellence. These winged creatures are 
likewise utilized for sending and getting messages during the time 
of Mughal Badshah. A few people have love of pigeons as pets and 
a few people don’t care for the pigeon. If someone is liking pigeons 
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as pets may be due to their peaceful, intelligent, effortless, friendly, 
and loving nature.

The ultimate objective of this study was to link the specific 
gravity of urine with likeness of pigeons as pets. 

Methodology

68 subjects participated in this project. The gravity of urine 
was estimated by performing a urine test and specific gravity was 
measured.

Project design

The questionnaire planned by me about the specific gravity of 
urine and the interest of students in the likeness of pigeons as pets. 
I collected data for this project study.

Statistical analysis

Results were statistically analyzed by using MS Excel. A student’s 
t-test was performed and a p-value>0.1 was not significant.

Result and Discussion

Inter-relating the specific gravity of urine with likeness of 
pigeons as pets is given in table 1. Males with 0.971 ± 0.325 and 
females with 1.02 ± 0.009 pH had the likeness of the pigeon as a pet 
while females with 1.004 ± 0.138 and males with 1.015 ± 0 had no 
likeness of the pigeon as a pet.

•	 Urine specific gravity or urine density is a laboratory test to 
measure the concentration of all chemicals in urine.

•	 Urine specific gravity is measured by contrasting the 
thickness of urine.

•	 Urine-specific gravity is generally used to check the 
body’s water balance, the working of the kidney, and urine 
concentration.

•	 Urine-specific test is important in diagnosing some health 
conditions that affect water balance in urine.

•	 Urine-specific test is mostly to measure the working of the 
kidney.

•	 The principal function of the kidney is to discharge toxic 
poisons and metabolically created waste through urination.

•	 It assumes a significant job in making urine moved to reduce 
the quantity of water and supplement misfortune from the 
body.

•	 This emission of waste substances decides the unequivocal 
gravity of urine.

•	 An increase in the evaluation of explicit gravity implies the 
solutes had a higher focus and it results in a lack of hydration, 
additional perspiring, loose bowels, and disease of UT and 
kidney.

•	 Urine-specific gravity can be controlled by drinking water, 
stopping soft drinks of any kind, and medication by using 
antidiuretic hormone (ADH).

•	 If the solute concentration is lower, at that point it will cause 
disappointment in kidneys and cause diabetes.

•	 If you had over-hydration, at that point, certain different 
tests are performed to check the metabolic issue or liver, 
kidney, and mental conditions.

•	 For the proper investigation of urination the osmolality 
strategy or test is utilized.

•	 More prominent explicit gravity suggests that different 
segments like red blood cells, white blood cells, and proteins 
are present in urine.

Gender The likeness of a 
pigeon a pet

Dis-likeness of 
pigeon as pet p-value

Male 0.917 ± 0.325 1.015 ± 0 0.3

Female 1.02 ± 0.009 1.004 ± 0.138 0.3

Table 1: Inter-relating specific gravity of urine (Mean ± SD) with 
likeness of pigeon as a pet.

Non-valuable (where p > 0.1).

Significant results were obtained in this project based on 
research.

The question-based study is very helpful for students to make 
them confident in their studies and research work [1-4].

Conclusion

It was concluded that the specific gravity of urine had no link 
with likeness of pigeons as pets.
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